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Question:
Using the examples on page 51 of your textbook, The Elements of User Experience, as a guide, produce two (2) original personas. The personas
are to be used for a new Internet TV streaming site that specializes in programming for young teenagers. Design a persona for a typical
adolescent user and also for a parent user. Be sure to include at least the following:
•Name
•A typical quotation that typifies their online TV experience
•A sentence or two explaining why each is interested in such an Internet service
•Age
•Occupation
•Family status
•Income level
•Technical comfort level with similar services
•Internet habits/usage patterns
•Screenshots of 3 favourite web sites
•Stock photo of head and shoulders
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Persona 1

Jonathan
"My parents say our TV plan has all channels, but those channels are for them only. What
good is 1000 boring channels, if I cannot watch even one of them?"
Jonathan wants to watch TV for perhaps an hour a day, but months ago, he has stopped even
turning his own TV set on. He thinks there is not one single channel broadcasting some
interesting content and has heard about online TV channels from his friends.
Age: 14
Occupation: High-school student at French Immersion
Family: Single child, living with his father and mother
Household income: $85,000 / year
Technical profile: A good user of Web. Enjoys uploading videos to YouTube, has many free apps on his smart phone, keeps an online blog.
Internet use: Spends 3-4 hours a day on the Net in front of his laptop at home and has a data plan for his mobile devices.
Favourite websites:

youtube.ca

deviantart.com

tumblr.com
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Persona 2

David
"I think our super expensive TV plan offers everything but Jonathan's HD TV set is about
to rot in dust."
David understands Jonathan does not enjoy CNN international or House Hunters as much as he
does. He wishes there was an inexpensive solution for TV programming that would satisfy
Jonathan's tastes as well. He has recently seen his neighbours online TV and could not spot a quality difference.
Age: 54
Occupation: Real estate agent
Family: Living with his wife and only son
Household income: $85,000 / year
Technical profile: A good user of Web. Maintains his own website, uploads property photos for slideshows, frequently edits web content, has 4
social media accounts
Internet use: Spends 7-9 hours a day on the Net both at home and at work. Their house has an unlimited quota plan.
Favourite websites:

realtor.ca

google.ca

remax.ca
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